Re-flow’s rise
with the FD Centre
Having received significant funding from an international investor,
Exeter based tech company Re-flow has entered a major growth phase,
having doubled operational staff, moved to new offices and recently
onboarded a number of notable national clients, including Toppesfield.
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There’s a reason we’re the Number 1 provider of part-time FDs

Re-flow is an easy to use cost saving and performance enhancing software
application, which is now being used in many sectors including highways,
construction and landscape gardeners. Re-flow allocates, controls and records
work and job variations in real time, on location or from the office.
Greg Clark, MD of QMS said: “The
efficiencies gained by implementing
Re-flow as our workflow management
solution has meant that we are seeing an
ever-increasing benefit in our operations.
With our previous, paper-heavy processes,
we were extremely restricted, ultimately
making our margins tighter. Having
a technology solution that meets our
requirements means that today there is
no question of our ability to deliver our
projects with the ultimate professionalism.”

Re-flow’s functionality is
game-changing for managing
field operations
Through a desktop dashboard, users
set up jobs and tasks and assign them to
individuals or groups of field workers.
The information is then accessed by the

employee in the field on an ultra-stable app,
simply using their smart phone or a tablet.

opportunity through their work with
the FD Centre.

The app allows users to tick to complete
tasks, make notes, digitally sign paperwork
and upload and annotate project photos, as
well as fill in and digitally sign a whole range
of forms for health and safety, inspections
and logs, ensuring they only see what they
need to read. All the information comes
back to the dashboard time and location
stamped, instantly showing what’s been
done with an indisputable audit trail. If
there’s no signal, it simply stores the data
and sends it as soon as it connects again.

Re-flow’s FD Centre advisor, Ashley,
introduced them to the different options
available for the funding process that would
take them into the next stage of growth for
their business at the beginning of the year.
The FD Centre put Re-flow in touch with the
right people and provided a tremendous
amount of help to Re-flow in organising
themselves to approach investors.

The FD Centre’s impact
on Re-flow’s journey
The tipping point for Re-flow was the
international investment from venture
capital funding, which was identified as an

Michael Saunders,
Managing Director of Re-flow said:
“Securing this funding has meant we can significantly
ramp up our operations in the next year. It’s exciting times
in the Re-flow offices and we’re looking forward to taking
our company out to many more clients across the UK.”
“Without the support and guidance from the FD Centre,
we wouldn’t be in this position and 2019 would be
looking like a very different picture.”

The next steps for Re-flow
The funding is being used to expand the
development team to offer increased
functionality and to step up the sales reach.
The app-based workforce tool can be easily
demonstrated to potential customers either
in person or by webinar, which makes the
rapid roll out plans achievable. The concept
is easy to understand and the payback
is normally extremely short – through
tighter controls on where and when staff
are, ensuring all extras are recorded and
charged for, fewer support staff processing
and recording paperwork brought back
by field agents.
Having already secured a number of major
clients in the highways and construction
industry, Re-flow is poised to pick up a
raft of clients across other industries with
mobile and field operations, including
surveyors, scaffolders, commercial
installers and auto services.
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